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Whole School Projects:
Engaging Imaginations Through Interdisciplinary Inquiry
Written by Kieran Egan, with Bob Dunton and Gillian Judson

Whole School Projects: Engaging Imaginations
Through Interdisciplinary Inquiry is published by
Teachers College Press. Written by Kieran Egan, with
Bob Dunton and Gillian Judson, the book lays out the
educational background and support for WSPs, gives
four detailed examples of currently running projects,
describes how one can assess these innovative kinds
of projects, and provides a range of practical details
about their set-up and running.
“Subject separated from subject, children divided by grade, projects pursued in isolation, and schools set
apart from the world around them – this is the way schools usually are. In this highly original book, iconic
curriculum theorist and change agent, Kieran Egan sets out a challenging but coherent alternative. For
just a few hours, every week, all students undertake a whole school project together. Egan’s inspiring yet
practical strategy will enable you to engage your students, ignite your colleagues, and deepen learning
throughout the school. It’s a game changer for progressives and traditionalists alike.”
Andy Hargreaves

We have quoted Andy Hargreaves generous welcome to Kieran Egan’s Whole School
Projects book above, and by coincidence had already prepared a note about Andy’s
recent book.
“One of our colleagues, Andy Hargreaves, with whose work many of you will be familiar,
has just published a new book: Uplifting Leadership: How organizations, teams, and
communities raise performance. The book is co-authored with Alan Boyle and Alma
Harris, and published by Jossey-Bass. You can access an extensive description of the
book and read samples here. And you can see Andy’s characteristically eloquent and
relaxed TedX talk on the topic on YouTube.”
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UPDATES
Farewell Dr. Gadi Alexander
Dr. Gadi Alexander, one of IERG’s Associate Directors, has been working with IERG for two
years. He has done an enormous amount of work for us, especially connected with our Learning
in Depth program. Some of the video recordings of LiD in action that he created are already
available on our websites; much more of his work will become available in the following months.
His own book on creativity and imagination is another impressive product of his time here, and we
look forward to its publication. We wish Gadi well on his return to Israel and to official retirement—
though we are confident that he will not be retiring from energetic and creative work on behalf of
education, and we look forward to years of continuing collaboration still.

With thanks and best wishes, Gadi!

Imaginative Literacy Program in Mexico
Carolina Lopez has been leading a research study of the effectiveness of our new Imaginative
Literacy Program in Mexico. She has been working in collaborating with the Language Division
of the Regional Centre for Teachers’ Education and Educational Research in Sonora, Mexico.
Her initial workshop was attended by 25 teachers; 10 of these teachers were selected for the
study. They have been learning to use IE planning for literacy teaching and soon will be
implementing the program in their classes. Carolina has also been involved in organizing further
projects for IE expansion in Mexico.

Congratulations 2014 MEd Graduates!

COMING FALL 2014

This summer we also celebrate the successful completion of another MEd in IE program!
Over two days of comprehensive exam presentations students demonstrated the imaginative,
insightful and intriguing ways in which they have come to use and understand IE over the
course of their two-year program. (And, yes, the cake was as delicious as it looks.)

New Book! A Teacher’s Guide to
Imaginative Ecological Education
By Gillian Judson
(Pacific Educational Press).
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The 9th INTERNATIONAL IERG Conference
We started July with a very successful conference in Vancouver, B.C.
Participants from throughout North and South America, Europe, Asia and
Australia enjoyed an array of international perspectives on imagination’s
role in education and were introduced to multiple imaginative practices.

“

Great conference!
Great organization!

2 quick examples

“

of popular sessions
From the U.K. …

“

Thank you! I really enjoyed the
conference and hope to attend
again next year.

Jane Cockcroft gave an enthralling introduction to the Oxford Story
Museum. She described how the Story Museum has a unique vision: to
provide a home for the world’s stories, and explore and celebrate
storytelling and story in its many forms. The museum aims to benefit
young people, and help all visitors understand why stories matter. They
build on the observation that we all make sense of our world through
stories and their role in nourishing the imagination is crucial to our wellbeing. In this context, the museum has employed imaginative learning
tools that harness the power of stories and storytelling to support
learning in schools. Jane’s presentation focused on two non-formal
learning projects: Wonder Walk and Heritage Story Skills. Both revealed
fascinating insights into the use of storytelling and the story form to
inspire learning about local story heritage.

“

From closer to home …

“

Delightful conference and
beautiful location.

“

SFU doctoral candidates Robyn Long and Erin Thrift gave an
intellectually stimulating presentation entitled “Imaginative Understandings
of Influential Psychological Constructs”. Through the use of narrative,
imagery, and humour, among other tools of the imagination, they illustrated
how psychological concepts need not be understood as scientifically
proven “fact” but, rather, can be usefully understood as historically situated
narratives that help us make sense of human life. They offered many
insights into the possibilities for understanding psychological concepts
through the lenses of Imaginative Education: the somatic, mythic,
romantic, philosophic and ironic.
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NEW Imaginative Education Charter School
Planned for Oregon, U.S.A.
You might like to visit the Facebook page for the new Imaginative
Education school - The Egan School - planned to open in Rockwood,
Oregon in September 2015.
A little about the school (quoted from the website above): The Egan
School is a proposed Charter School intended to bring world class
educational opportunity to Rockwood and the surrounding
neighborhoods.
The mission of Egan School, Rockwood is to provide a free, public
educational experience that is aimed at realizing the intellectual
potential of every child through the thoughtful cultivation of the
cognitive tools of Mythic, Romantic, Philosophic and Ironic
Understanding that constitute our intellectual heritage. We will do this in
a safe, respectful and profoundly literate environment.
The Egan School will bring Imaginative Education, Philosophy for
Children, Learning in Depth, continuous progress reading and math
programs, to the Rockwood Community. A world class education, free
of charge, just down the street.

Content: Gillian Judson

Design: Joeri Cant

Faculty of Education
Simon Fraser University
8888 University Drive
Burnaby (BC) V5A 1S6
Canada

The two pictures on the web page capture dimensions of the proposed
school’s curriculum and pedagogy. The first is a detail from Tortilla
Flats. It depicts a scene from the Steinbeck novel...now there's
someone who understood the power of a great narrative! We know of
the work because it hangs in Storyteller Cafe. The other is, of course,
The School of Athens, in which Raphael captured the ‘camps’ of
philosophical approaches and interests from Athens to the present. The
students learn about many of these figures as well as about some more
contemporary ones.

THE IMAGINATIVE EDUCATION RESEARCH GROUP

WWW.IERG.NET
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